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ABSTRACT

The field of digital mental health is advancing at a rapid pace. Passively collected data from user engagements with digital tools and

services continue to contribute new insights into mental health and illness. As the field of digital mental health grows, a concerning

norm has been established—digital service users are given little say over how their data is collected, shared, or used to generate

revenue for private companies. Given a long history of service user exclusion from data collection practices, we propose an alternative

approach that is attentive to this history: the consent-forward paradigm. This paradigm embeds principles of affirmative consent in

the design of digital mental health tools and services, strengthening trust through designing around individual choices and needs, and

proactively protecting users from unexpected harm. In this perspective, we outline practical steps to implement this paradigm, toward

ensuring that people searching for care have the safest experiences possible.

Introduction

The field of digital mental health is rapidly expanding. Digital modalities of mental health support have created new means for

underserved populations to access care1. They have also supported the collection of novel data via social media2, mental health

applications and wearables3;4, and online support groups5. These data sources allow for insights into daily lived experiences

of distress outside of clinical settings, with the potential to deeply impact the lives of those in need. Data-driven insights

from past research include the prediction of symptom progression5, matching individuals in distress to relevant resources6;7,

and identifying moments of crisis for intervention8. In parallel, novel intervention tools are being designed by non-clinical

organizations. These new tools for mental health support are being created and used at a scale and pace unparalleled by any

other time in history9;10.

New digital approaches to support have been motivated by the potential to bring mental health research out of ivory towers

and into the hands of people in distress. Diverse groups from both clinical and non-clinical domains have enthusiastically

developed digital mental health tools and services, including initiatives from researchers, not-for-profit organizations, health

systems, insurance companies, and technology companies. The creators of some of these tools have even applied for or

received approval from the United States (U.S.) Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and are expected to get approval from

the European Union’s (E.U.) Medical Device Regulation (MDR) and the United Kingdom’s Medicines and Healthcare Products

Regulatory Agency (MHRA)11. For many, digital mental health tools and services are a promising business opportunity, with

record high investments from venture capitalists in 2020 and 202112.

Digital mental health tools are fundamentally powered by data, whether through analyzing individual data to support users,

identifying patterns of mental health experiences, or as a means to profit from the sale of data. Mental health data from

most online tools and services is legally considered non-clinical and is thus not subject to standard health data regulations

around informed use13;14. Instead, data from digital mental health tools and services is often collected without the active and

explicit consent of individuals in distress. Users have little say over how sensitive data about their mental health is collected

or used, who their data is seen by, and whether their data is used to generate revenue for private actors, such as data brokers13.

Recent examples that have garnered press attention include public outcry over large language models guiding peer supporters

on the Koko support platform,15 strong negative reaction to Crisis Text Line sharing “anonymous” data to a for-profit spin-off

company16, U.S. Senate inquiries into data privacy practices by teletherapy platforms17, and U.S. Federal Trade Commission

action against teletherapy companies sharing data to third party advertisers without clear consent from consumers18. These

issues will only increase in scope and across domains—recent U.S. congressional hearings have raised concerns about sensitive

mental health data gathered and sold by social media companies19.
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Informed consent for data collection is a cornerstone of mental health research, in both digital and traditional formats—

however, these ethical principles have not been translated to the design of many digital mental health products. Data collection

from digital mental health applications is done with little oversight, a practice that is extremely different from the research

protocol review that might be done by an ethical review board, such as a U.S. Institutional Review Board (IRB)20. If consent

to collect data is obtained at all, it is done through opaque Terms of Service agreements or Privacy Policies21;22, which may

not constitute true consent23. The issues around consent for non-clinical digital mental health data are complex, as the field is

largely unregulated, and data is created as a byproduct of application or service use. These applications or services may not be

mental health focused (such as social media platforms) but may contain information that can be used to infer mental health24.

Due to a lack of regulation or standardization, individual organizations determine how they approach consent in their tools

and services. Without standards around consent, organizations may rely on existing laws to decide their privacy, security,

and consent practices, and in many cases, existing laws can still be misunderstood by organizations or poorly enforced by

regulators25. An unrestrained use of data could have severe consequences for the very users that care aims to protect, including

discrimination in health coverage or employment, and targeted advertisements by organizations that prey on the vulnerable14.

However, designing data collection practices around active and affirmative consent could increase the level of trust that a user

has in digital mental health tools and services, and allow users to feel safer in expressing distress and seeking support—thereby

improving their care and outcomes of assistance.

In this perspective, to spur greater discussion around the role of consent and agency in digital mental health data collection,

we propose an alternative approach to current practices—a consent-forward paradigm to digital mental health data. This

paradigm embeds the principles of affirmative consent in the design of digital mental health tools and services, in which a

digital mental health technology must “ask for—and earn—enthusiastic approval”26;27;28 from a user before taking any action

that involves their data. A consent-forward paradigm is attentive to the history of service users having their consent and

agency ignored in data collection, may strengthen user trust through designing around individual choices and needs, and may

proactively protect individuals from unexpected harm. This article outlines how new technological innovations from computer

security, data privacy, and critical data studies can be leveraged to implement a consent-forward paradigm. We propose new

design approaches to help realize a future in which user choice is a core part of engagements with diverse digital modalities.

These approaches are rooted both in our own lived experiences engaging with mental healthcare systems, work from authors

who have described their own experiences evaluating the risks of non-consensual interventions29;30, and work from authors

profiling non-consensual experiences with mental healthcare systems31.

We believe that a consentful infrastructure for data collection within digital mental health spaces could allow people in

distress to seek care and self-disclose freely without fear of harm, and use digital mental health technology to its fullest

potential. A consent-forward paradigm could also lay the groundwork for increased trust and communication between users

and practitioners, towards responsibly gaining deeper insights from data and improving care. A consent-forward paradigm is

one potential approach that asks us to deeply consider the risks of technology-mediated care and how we could mitigate them.

We hope that this Perspective acts as a foundation for greater discussion (and empirical investigation) of the lived experiences

of service users as they engage with digital mental health tools – and what ways that consent-forward paradigms may serve

their needs. Digital mental health tools and services do not have to continue along the disempowering norms of history and

present practice—rather, we argue that a different future can be realized through a consent-forward paradigm to digital mental

health data collection.

Historic Perspectives on Data Consent for Mental Health

Our consent-forward approach to digital mental health data collection is rooted in the history of how consent has been

approached in mental health settings, and furthermore, legal decisions that institutionalized certain approaches to consent.

This historical context highlights gaps in current approaches, as well as how those gaps may influence digital mental health

data collection practices. Historical data collection largely ignored the consent of people with mental illness, with consent

often only critically considered via legal proceedings around liability or medical negligence.

The first systematic data collection about mental health was conducted by Western asylums and the U.S. Census in the

late 18th32 and early 19th33;34 centuries. Asylum administrators and staff would collect data when an individual in distress

was involuntarily committed by a family member. This process happened without patient consent, and patients needed their

family’s or a practitioner’s advocacy to leave35. Collected data was used for organizational needs or to justify the involuntary

commitment of patients (such as medical certification or warrants35;36) and was unrelated to patient welfare. On a national

level, the U.S. Census first tracked data around mental illness in 1840. Data collectors would ask the head of each family to

report the number of “insane” or “idiotic” individuals in a household (these terms are pejorative today but were the official

language of the Census in 1840)37. Contemporary medical professionals noted that data collectors would overcount free Black

people as insane, and supporters of slavery would use the presumed “objectivity”38 of systematic data collection to argue that

enslavement was good for mental health39. In both data collection processes, the voices and consent of people with mental
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illness were excluded by design, stemming from a belief that patients did not have the mental capacity to voluntarily contribute

data.

The idea that data could be used for individual welfare was introduced with the advent of psychoanalysis—however, data

was intentionally collected without consent out of the belief that it might interfere with data quality. In A Case of Hysteria,40;41,

Freud argued that using patient data for research that could help others in distress was a core part of a physician’s duty, so long

as the physician “avoid[ed] causing direct personal injury to the single patient concerned”42, which set precedents around how

case studies were analyzed and reported. However, Freud was clear in his belief that research benefits outweighed individual

consent, and intentionally did not ask for consent when collecting patient data. Freud believed that patients may “never have

spoken [to him] if it had occurred to them that their admissions might possibly be put to scientific uses”42, but that the value

of data to society outweighed the individual harm of not asking for consent.

Freud’s emphasis on avoiding direct personal injury when collecting data also set a precedent for future legal protections

against non-consensual data sharing. This process largely occurred through legal decisions around the nature of consent, as

part of criminal proceedings in which clear harm was demonstrated due to data being shared non-consensually. For example,

in the U.S., the legal right to the confidentiality of mental health data was first recognized through state courts in Binder v.

Ruvell only in 195243 and federally by the Supreme Court in Jaffee v. Redmond in recent times (1996)43, both drawing on

psychoanalytic theory on the value of confidentiality. Legal authorities and professional organizations later built on these

cases to integrate ideas around privacy, consent, and confidentiality from psychoanalysis into proactive laws and professional

codes around the world44, such as The Mental Healthcare Act 2017 (India)45 or the Philippine Mental Health Act of 2017 (the

Philippines)46.

These standards were further institutionalized through new privacy laws around digital health data. For example, the

medical privacy rule of the U.S. Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), announced in 2000, included

protections for clinical mental health data43. Similarly, the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) has special

protection for data “related to the physical or mental health of a natural person”47. The EU’s GDPR protections are more

wide-ranging than the clinical specificity of the US’s HIPAA; however, it is unclear whether the law covers data that can be

used to infer health but is not explicitly health data24. There are exceptions to the confidentiality and consent of these laws,

such as the duty to warn in case of imminent harm to self or others48, which ties data confidentiality laws to other actions where

consent can be violated to treat those experiencing crisis, such as involuntary hospitalization (also called civil commitment).

Experiences with these non-consensual treatments can be deeply violating—as Saks notes: “I know, better than most, how the

law treats mental patients, the degradation of being tied to a bed against your will and force-fed medicine you didn’t ask for

and do not understand”30.

In research spaces, the oversight of ethical review boards anchored to widely agreed upon principles (beneficence, justice,

and respect for persons)49;50 guide researchers to ensure that future research studies do not propagate past harms and proactively

consider participant consent51. In contrast, consent in data collection from mental health tools and services has often only

been considered as a reaction to harm that already occurred, a consequence of court proceedings. As we describe below, a

commercial, non-clinical, and mostly unregulated digital mental health landscape has propagated this reactive (rather than

proactive) approach from history, and harmed users as a result. We propose an affirmative consent paradigm for data collection

in digital mental health, one that builds an infrastructure for users to have greater ownership and choice in how their data is used.

Affirmative consent is the “idea that someone must ask for—and earn—enthusiastic approval before interacting with another

person”26 and argues that consent should be voluntary, informed, revertible, specific, and unburdensome. An affirmative

consent framework centers the context of a decision, providing all relevant information about the decision and its impacts on

the individual. It also centers the lived experience of the person the decision affects by ensuring their experience is voluntary

and not burdensome, and that decisions can be reverted. We describe each part of this framework in Table 1, presenting how

current approaches to data collection violate these principles, and the harm of those violations.

Data Driven Violations of Consent

Current digital mental health tools and services leverage technological innovations to have a greater reach than past mental

health services, using novel data sources to tailor services. However, these technologies can amplify non-consensual aspects of

data collection in mental health services. Below, we use two contemporary case studies that demonstrate these harms—the use

of algorithmic inference to support non-consensual intervention, and discriminatory targeting from monetizing digital mental

health data. We draw attention to where design practices and approaches violate principles of affirmative consent (additional

details in Table 1).

Algorithmically Mediated Intervention

Online spaces, such as social media platforms or search engines, are used by individuals in distress to seek support and

learn more about resources. While online platforms are not designed to provide mental health services, as a consequence
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of their scope, platforms are put in the position of deciding how to best connect individuals in distress to resources. Due

to limited moderator resources, online social media platforms use artificial intelligence-based analyses of social media posts

to identify users at risk of harm8. In collaboration with existing services, platforms will then deploy emergency services or

law enforcement14, paralleling the non-consensual active rescue14;52 crisis protocol undertaken by suicide hotlines. However,

unlike interventions initiated by suicide hotlines, platform-based intervention can be initiated without the knowledge, let alone

consent, of people in distress. Wipond describes the anecdote of an individual participating in a private Facebook support

group meant for separated and divorced women, and expressing her suicidal ideation—at midnight, the police showed up at her

door, with the woman “never knowing how or why it happened”31. Non-consensual active rescue is also used by digital tools

and services that are explicitly designed for mental health support— non-consensual active rescue is initiated for users of Crisis

Text Line 28 times per day on average53. Non-consensual active rescue is grounded in the idea that “anyone who is suicidal

deserves aggressive intervention to keep [them] alive”54;55, independent of an individual’s “willingness or ability to provide

consent”55. These protocols are enacted as a last resort and done by crisis services when all other support methods have been

exhausted. Similar to laws sanctioning involuntary hospitalization, and continuing a long history of denying the agency of

people with mental illness, these protocols are founded on the legal doctrine of parens patriae. This doctrine understands an

individual experiencing a mental health crisis to be unable to make decisions in their own self-interest, and the state to play a

primary role in determining when intervention supersedes individual rights56.

Though potentially life-saving, non-consensual active rescue can also be terrifying and deadly. In the U.S., individuals who

are seriously considering suicide are likely to be armed, which can and has been justification for shooting, traumatizing, and

even killing the individual needing help53. 23 percent of police fatalities from January 2015 to August 2020 in the U.S. resulted

from police action during a mental health crisis14. Similar risks exist globally—from 1990 to 2016, 27% of firearm deaths

globally were from suicide57;58, and suicide deaths via firearm are highly concentrated in countries in the Americas57;58 and

Greenland59. Crisis intervention training for police is also limited and voluntary, with police officers expressing discomfort

with their role as “street corner psychiatrists”60 from a lack of knowledge of what might best help a person in distress. In

their survey of people who have used suicide hotline services, Leppert and Jervert61 describe how respondents reported

difficulties in understanding public-facing information from helplines around non-consensual active rescue and named the

lack of transparency as a core reason for why they could not be honest about the extent of their suicidal ideation with hotline

volunteers.

Algorithmically mediated active rescue protocols initiated by social media platforms, health services, government agencies,

and other actors14 are similarly not transparent. One of the only available statistics on algorithmically mediated active rescue

comes from a 2018 report from Meta, describing how 1000 wellness checks were initiated by the Facebook platform in

20188;14, but little was shared about the algorithms that triggered these checks. Similar to non-consensual active rescues that

happen via traditional means, emergency responders still enter crisis situations with little context about what precipitated the

individual’s mental health crisis, and what they can do to best assist a person. Individuals in distress do not voluntarily consent

to the intervention, nor are they informed about what the intervention might look like or how wide-ranging it might be.

There is a new opportunity for algorithmic crisis prediction systems to incorporate a consentful approach to their deployment,

ensuring that an individual has sufficient context for their intervention and choice for what that intervention looks like. As

one supporting tool for a consent-forward approach, we describe how digital mental health researchers and practitioners could

use digital psychiatric advance directives to ensure that this process centers individual consent, even when an individual is in

crisis.

Monetization, Reidentification, and Discrimination

Throughout history, people with mental illness had little agency, contribution, or even awareness of how their data was being

used. Digital data collection continues to passively involve users, buoyed by the modern Internet’s reliance on an individual’s

data for targeted advertising. The sale of this data can be poisonous, enabled through a lack of enforced regulatory frameworks,

expansive Terms of Service policies, and unclear standards on what constitutes mental health data24. People with mental

illness have little ability to voluntarily consent to their data being shared or sold, little ability to retract that consent after they

have shared data, and derive little immediate benefit from the revenue generated from their data.

This data is often not anonymized because it is not considered confidential health data,even if a user may believe otherwise62.

This happens through the sale of data from digital mental health applications to advertisers by data brokers and can include

the first and last names of individuals, their psychiatric diagnoses, the medications they take, their likelihood of mental illness,

and even their contact information and home address13. While advertisers do primarily buy this data, anyone with sufficient

funds can buy this data, as demonstrated by Kim13. Access to this data is facilitated through the opaque and expansive Terms

of Service (TOS) or privacy policies found in digital mental health applications20;21;63, which allow the sharing of most data

from the application.

Users may falsely believe that their non-clinical mental health data is confidential, similar to how it is in other clinical
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contexts. This belief is augmented by the fact that digital mental health interfaces have been found to mislead users into

thinking that all application data is confidential or not being shared, as documented in the FTC complaint against BetterHelp62

or the FCC letter to Crisis Text Line16. Users cannot opt out of this data collection if they want to access services. Consent is

thus taken with a substantial burden associated with refusing to share data, and users are not sufficiently informed about how

their data is shared or about the security practices of an application. Parker at al.22 found that nearly half of the 61 digital

mental health applications they reviewed had no privacy policy whatsoever, and Iwaya et al.64 found poor security practices

among the top mental health apps in the Google Play Store.

As the FTC complaint against BetterHelp notes, deanonymization and sharing of this sensitive data can lead to impacts

on an individual’s ability to “obtain and/or retain employment, housing, health insurance, or disability insurance,” along with

additional “stigma, embarrassment, and/or emotional distress.”62 There is the potential that this data may also be used to limit

the kind of treatment that an individual can access. Data around past engagements with crisis services have been used to deny

people additional care in the hospital, as part of the Serenity Integrated Mentoring (SIM) program formerly used in the UK

by the NHS65, and in trial in several U.S. states14. It is also possible data collection from digital mental health applications

could be used for similar purposes. For example, individuals with frequent application usage may be triaged away from further

accessing more involved crisis resources, especially in light of stereotypes that frequent service users are “time-wasters”66 in

clinical literature. Conversely, discrimination may happen due to a lack of data or previous use—digital mental health services

may be designed such that they do not function effectively without providing user data or expansive ToS agreements. Once

data is sold, users may have little recourse to reclaim their data or share in its revenue. In the following section, we describe

how a consent-forward paradigm can ensure that users have full consent over how their data is used and that any shared data

is anonymized and private by design.

Mitigating Current Harms Through a Consent-Forward Paradigm

As awareness around the harms of non-consensual intervention and data sharing has grown, policy initiatives have been

proposed and enacted to limit user harm. Both Kim13 and Bossewitch et al.14 argue that a comprehensive data privacy law or

expansion of HIPAA could prohibit non-consensual data sharing. In April 2023, the U.S. state of Washington enacted the My

Health My Data Act, which regulates the collection, sharing, and sale of private health data, including the right to withdraw

consent to data sharing67. Similarly, in May 2023, the FTC proposed amendments to the Health Breach Notification Rule that

would include health tools and services not covered by HIPAA to notify users of data breaches68. To address the potential for

harm in non-consensual intervention, initiatives have been proposed that limit the use of police for wellness checks and more

use of trained and unarmed mental health crisis teams69. We argue that these policies are sorely needed.

The success of current and future data policy initiatives is also tied to the design of digital tools and services that implement

their protections. We believe these initiatives also present an opportunity for clinicians, designers, and researchers in digital

mental health to be proactive about consent within the design of tools and services. Data policy initiatives and technical design

choices that protect consent could lay the groundwork for a broader infrastructure that centers user consent and agency for

digital mental health data, across research and industry domains. Below, we begin by describing our vision for how principles

from affirmative consent anchor a consent-forward paradigm and what an infrastructure centered on consent may look like

within digital mental health data collection. We then introduce related areas of data privacy, security, and policy practices

from computer science that underlie this paradigm and ensure a more consentful experience for people in distress. In each

subsection, we describe how practices from these related areas could be implemented across the diverse domains in which

digital mental health data collection happens. We also summarize these practices in Table 2.

We believe that the consent-forward paradigm we present provides one potential approach to more deeply consider user

agency and current risks when designing digital applications and data collection tools. However, our recommendations should

not be taken as a blanket prescription for any case of mental health data collection. Consent is highly contextual, and other

approaches may be more amenable to a user (and are crucial to further study). Our perspective is highly tied to our own

lived experiences and research paradigms, and might be very different from those of a population with identities and mental

health needs that are very different from our own. We propose the following paradigm and associated practices as a beginning

point for practitioners and researchers to more deeply consider issues around consent and agency in their design processes and

implementations.

Infrastructuring Consent: Trustworthy Data Collection Landscapes

It is clear that data from digital mental health applications and services is valuable to understand lived experiences with mental

illness and identify where services may not meet user needs. For example, first looking to healthcare applications, sensor

data from wearable health applications can point to precursors to suicide risk4. Looking to research domains, demographic

information may be used to understand how underrepresented groups use platforms differently70. Looking to commercial

applications, engagement data may be used to understand whether tools and services create sustained and long-term value71
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for users. Current norms around data collection from these services are based on opt-in or opt-out models of consent, in which

users are prompted to decide whether they want to share (opt-in) or not share (opt-out) their data when they begin to use a

service. User preferences around data collection are often stored long-term, even with the EU’s GDPR data protections in

place72, and it has been debated whether this one-time interaction this truly constitutes consent23. Opt-in and opt-out models

of consent are also widely used in medical settings—for example, the UK’s national data opt-out policy allows “[patients]

to choose if they do not want their confidential patient information to be used for purposes beyond their individual care and

treatment”73. Similarly, experts debate whether opt-in and opt-out models constitute actual consent in health settings, such as

in the case of organ donation74.

Changing a landscape in which digital mental health data is largely collected and sold without user consent requires changes

in technology design, policy reform, and norms around how users and their data are understood across diverse domains—what

we call changing the infrastructure of consent. A consent-forward approach rooted in affirmative consent is one path to ensure

that data is collected with the active participation of users in contributing their data. As we present in Table 1, a consent-forward

approach is one in which digital service users have five criteria: users can voluntarily provide their consent to sharing data,

are fully informed about how their data will be used before it is shared, can reverse their decision to share their data, can

choose what specific types of data they want to share, and are not required to agree to a burdensome terms of service that

requires data sharing to access services. Creating a landscape of digital mental health tools and services that accommodates

these principles will require policy interventions13, empirical research to understand what forms of requests for consent are

not so burdensome that they dissuade people from accessing care, and innovative technology design to ensure that users can

manage how their data is being used, should they choose to use a service. We understand these design, norms, and policy

shifts around consent in digital mental health to broadly lay the infrastructure for a consent-forward approach.

We believe that a core part of transitioning to a consent-forward approach is greater communication between digital mental

health service providers (including both research organizations and commercial entities) and potential service users. This

could naturally happen individually, with users able to quickly communicate their preferences for how their data is collected

and used. However, it is also important that this happens on an institutional level, through lived experience advisory boards.

Several mental health service providers and organizations (such as the U.S. 988 Suicide and Crisis Lifeline75 and the U.S.

Substance Use and Mental Health Services Administration76) have lived experience advisory boards that they consult to ensure

that service provision is acceptable to diverse service users.

In transitioning to a consent-forward approach, it is possible that underrepresented groups may feel uncomfortable vol-

untarily sharing their data because of a lack of trust in researchers, a pattern observed in participation in research studies77.

Similarly, in commercial domains, users may not trust private corporations to safeguard their data, particularly given data

breaches and violations of consent in the past16;62, as well as the profit associated with the sale of sensitive data. However,

we understand a consent-forward approach to be an opportunity for the creators of digital mental health tools and services to

build stronger trust among potential digital service users in light of past harms and violations, such that users feel safe and

comfortable voluntarily sharing their data. As George et al.77 note, one method to mitigate the underrepresentation of minority

individuals in research is through consent being treated as “an ongoing process—a dialogue—rather than a discrete act of

choice that takes place in a singular moment in time.” A similar dialogue-based approach may be successful in enabling data

collection from digital mental health tools and services without compromising user safety or experience.

Another practice that could help build trust at an institutional level is institutional support for the formation of patient

advocacy groups and lived experience advisory boards. Lived experience advisory boards to facilitate dialogue, helping

creators of tools and services understand where repeated requests for consent may be burdensome and not worth the risk

of dissuading people from seeking support. Though a lived experience panel is out of scope for this Perspective piece, an

advisory board or panel could assist in empirically validating what modifications are needed to our approach to be successful

and encourage people to feel safer accessing support, and ensure that data is responsibly learned from (in line with member

checking approaches in qualitative research78;79). Along with the mechanisms we describe below (and outlined in Table 2, an

affirmative consent approach that treats consent to data contribution as a dialogue between service providers and users could

allow for safer access to digital mental health support services.

Encoding Consent: Digital Psychiatric Advance Directives (DPADs)

Individuals may engage with care under severe distress with impaired decision-making capabilities80. Users in severe distress

may also engage with multiple forms of care online, including online crisis chat services, social media-based resources, or

search engines. We propose digital psychiatric advance directives (DPADs) as one way that users have full consent over their

engagements with online tools and services, including what data is collected from those engagements. Traditional psychiatric

advance directives are legal documents that “[allow] a person with mental illness to state their preferences for treatment before

a crisis.” Along similar lines, DPADs could encode consent into the design of digital tools and services. A DPAD could

contain information similar to a traditional psychiatric advance directive, including close contact information, designated legal
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proxies, and exact information about treatment plans and their execution. Similar to mobile Medical IDs,81 DPADs could be

stored privately on mobile phones, with functionality enabling directives to be accessed by health providers when an individual

indicates that they are in crisis or are incapacitated.

DPADs also allow users to determine what data they are comfortable sharing before engaging with digital tools, services,

and commercial applications. We envision that applications may ask an individual for their DPAD before engagement and

collect data as per the directive—if a directive is not provided, a consent-forward paradigm would suggest that data not be

collected. DPADs thus fulfill the principles of affirmative consent by allowing an individual to voluntarily choose the specific

forms of data they are comfortable sharing and do so while not in a burdensome context (such as being in crisis) and while

informed of how data might be used.

Secure methods could be used to implement DPADs, ensuring that individuals can revoke or revert their previously

provided consent around data collection. Smart contracts are one such example, consisting of digital contracts that enable the

contract creator to share private information with any individual or organization based on the terms of the contract82;83 without

intervention from a third party. Smart contracts could be used to ensure that later changes in preferences around data collection

in a DPAD are automatically reflected in data collected from a user’s past engagements with care. We envision that DPADs

would thus take on a standardized and interoperable form across services, but with additional service-by-service questions

relevant to new and future digital mental health support forms. However, empirical research is needed to understand what a

base standardized DPAD should include, based on what kinds of data could be collected and user perspectives on collecting

that data.

To accommodate a widespread use of interoperable DPADs, digital mental health services would have to design their data

collection and analysis techniques to be sensitive to the directives of users, in line with changes made to comply with the “right

to erasure”84 in the GDPR. Doing so would encode consent into the design of digital tools and services, ensuring that users

fully consent to their engagements with care. While the integration of DPADs into digital mental health tools and services

might be complex, there is a strong ethical and commercial incentive to leverage them—users may feel more safe expressing

distress freely when using mental health applications, as they would not have to fear action being taken without their awareness

or consent.

Fortifying Consent: Security Practices for Large Scale Analyses

One motivation for collecting mental health data is the potential to identify patterns of distress that traditional research

methods may not catch or to better understand whether digital interventions are working well to ease user distress. However,

data collection comes with risks. Data can be collected from commercial applications without sufficient anonymization13

and can be integrated with other publicly available data sources (such as social media data) to reidentify users85, even if an

application may assure a user that data is deidentified. DPADs may allow users to delineate what engagement data they are

comfortable sharing. Additionally, ensuring that users trust the data protection processes of tools and services could make

them more willing to contribute their data, even if they have poor experiences. To protect users, we describe three approaches

from the field of usable security and privacy that ensure that data can be collected and analyzed while minimizing risk. The

field of usable security and privacy investigates these human-focused (or “usable”) practices in trust, security, and safety to

make interactions more secure, private, and transparent. The efficacy of each of the data security approaches we describe

below can also feasibly be audited by independent organizations, further strengthening trust in services across research and

industry domains.

Differential privacy. Differential privacy is an algorithmic approach to anonymization that ensures that overall patterns that

describe the data stay consistent, while individual data points do not yield sufficient information for re-identification. This is

done by adding noise or altering feature values so predictions are still accurate, but individual datapoints are not. Differential

privacy approaches are effective at anonymizing health data broadly86;87;88 and digital mental health data specifically89;90.

Federated learning. Digital mental health tools and services often collect data from centralized or third-party servers64.

This centralization of data and poor security practices risk privacy violations, particularly given the sensitivity of mental health

data. With federated learning, predictive models could be trained locally on user devices—instead of sharing user data, model

weights from users are sent to a central hub for cross-user analysis. A federated learning approach has been found to be helpful

in healthcare broadly91;92, and in digital mental health applications90.

End-to-end encryption. Confidential communication is of the utmost importance in mental healthcare. However, many

mental health applications (including some facilitating access to support groups) do not encrypt user communications64. End-

to-end encryption ensures that the platform owners cannot read or make inferences from messages, protecting sensitive data

from being exposed in breaches—strictly senders and recipients can access messages locally. It is important that the meaning

of encryption be clear to users via application interfaces, as users may not have an understanding of how end-to-end encryption

works (even if they are told that a platform is end-to-end encrypted)93.

Together, these three approaches guard affirmatively consentful approaches by ensuring that users can trust that the most
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sensitive parts of their data cannot be shared with others by design.

Systematizing Consent: Data Governance Strategies

Research on the willingness of individuals to share their health data for scientific research has demonstrated widespread

public support for data sharing94. However, as Kalkman et al.94 note, this support can be dependent on whether there exists

transparency around how data is being used by researchers, privacy and security protections, and some ability for contributors

to govern how their data is used. Looking specifically to digital mental health contexts, recent work14;95 has also emphasized

the importance of participatory data governance in the voluntary contribution of mental health research data. For example,

Sieberts et al.95 found that young users of digital mental health applications in India, South Africa, and the United Kingdom

are enthusiastic about contributing their data to research, so long as they can govern why and how that data is being used. The

value these service users associate with data governance is a counterpoint to historical patterns of exclusion from mental health

data collection practices.

Historically, users have had little ability to consent to their data being used to support policy initiatives. A consent-forward

paradigm encompasses not only an individual’s ability to consent to specific parts of their data being shared, but the ability

of users to collectively consent to how their data is used. This is a core role that data governance, or determining “who has

authority and control over data and how that data may be used”96;97, plays in a consent-forwardparadigm. We argue that mental

health data governance is crucial to ensuring that data use immediately benefits people in need and that benefits between users

and digital mental health companies are symmetric. Core parts of governance in historical service user movements included

“equal power of members, horizontal decision-making, democratic structure” and “restoring individual and collective power”98.

Mental health data governance can be designed to support these values, such as how peer supporters could use computational

tools (such as Decentralized Autonomous Organizations) for consensus-based decision-making around code of conduct99.

Peer support groups could function similarly to data cooperatives100, using similar tools around democratic decision-making

to collectively determine whether their data will be shared, to whom, and the boundaries to that data sharing. Feygin et al.101

have proposed that data dividends could be paid to people who voluntarily contribute their data. A similar approach could be

used to compensate user groups who do decide to contribute their data, to academic or industry researchers.

We provide these examples of potential data governance structures as starting points that demonstrate it is valuable to have

people with lived experience govern how their data is used, for users, designers, and practitioners. However, the most optimal

structure is highly dependent on the values of the users and groups contributing data. Integrating these considerations of

mental health data governance into the design of digital tools and services ensures that users can consent to not only the data

they share individually, but also how their data is used, and by whom, without them suffering a lack of service provision or

resources.

Summary and Synthesis

In this perspective, we describe how a consent-forward paradigm to data collection in digital mental health can be one

starting point to ensuring that users have greater choice and are protected from harm as they engage with digital tools and

services. Digital mental health tools and services are increasing in popularity around the world, and though our perspective

primarily discusses Western legal frameworks, we believe that aspects of a consent-forward paradigm to data collection can

be adapted to bring value to diverse geographical and cultural contexts. A consent-forward paradigm is responsive to service

user marginalization in past data collection practices, and endeavors to incorporate consent into every part of data collection,

analysis, and governance. There will continue to be tradeoffs between the risks of digital mental health data collection, and

the benefits provided by analyses of collected data. However, through a greater integration of consent-forward practices, we

believe that users in distress can feel more comfortable engaging with digital mental health tools and services, and have the

safest experiences possible when searching for care.
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Table 1. The affirmative consent framework, with specific examples of where violations of the framework occur in

algorithmically-mediated interventions and monetization of data

Principle of

Affirmative

Consent

Description Case Study 1: Algorithmically

Mediated Interventions

Case Study 2: Impacts of Mon-

etization

Voluntary Digital service users provide con-

sent freely and enthusiastically

Users in distress do not choose to

have their data analyzed for signs

of crisis, and may not even know

such analyses are occurring.

Users may not be aware that data

from their engagements is being

collected, and may even be mis-

led to believe their engagements

are confidential by digital inter-

faces.

Informed Digital service users are informed

about the context of their decision

before providing consent

Users are provided little informa-

tion or transparency around what

happens after non-consensual ac-

tive rescue protocols are engaged.

Many digital tools and services

do not have privacy policies

or ToS agreements—if they do,

these are too opaque and difficult

for an average user to understand.

Revertible Digital service users can revoke

consent at any time

Non-consensual active rescue

protocols do not ask for consent,

nor do they give opportunity for

it to be revoked.

Once data is shared, there is little

opportunity for users to unshare

the data, as ToS agreements can

often be signed as part of one-

time engagements (such as with

crisis services).

Specific Digital service users consent to

specific actions, rather than a se-

ries of actions

Per the doctrine of parens patriae,

users are not understood to be

able to make specific decisions

around the kind of care they want,

and may be involuntarily hospital-

ized.

Users have little ability to choose

exactly what data they want to

share (or not share).

Unburdensome Digital service users should not

feel a burden to provide consent

when they would rather say no

Users often engage with digital

tools and services in a state of

extreme and burdensome distress,

which can affect their perception

and decision-making processes.

Users sign ToS agreements or re-

view privacy policies while in a

state of extreme distress, and ser-

vice provision may be contingent

on their willingness to contribute

data.
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Table 2. Data privacy, security, and policy practices for consentful engagements with digital tools and services

Data Privacy, Security, and

Policy Practices

Examples of Usage

Digital Psychiatric Advance

Directives (DPADs)

DPADs are documents that describe an individual’s preferences around their treatment if

they are in crisis. They include clear guidelines around what data an individual feels

comfortable sharing, as decided by the individual prior to any experience of crisis or severe

distress. DPADs can be utilized by digital tools and services to ensure that any subsequent

interventions or data collection center the consent and choice of the user.

Differential Privacy Differential privacy is an algorithmic approach to anonymization that ensures that individual

data points are difficult to re-identify, while broader trends in the data stay constant. Differ-

ential privacy techniques can be used to ensure that data cannot be easily reidentified, even

in case of data breaches.

Federated Learning Federated learning is an approach to machine learning in which predictive analyses are done

at the user level, with model weights being used for large-scale analyses (instead of user data).

This approach ensures that data used for machine learning analyses is similarly resilient to

data breaches.

End-to-End Encryption End-to-end encryption is an approach to securing communications that ensures that platform

owners cannot read or make inferences from messages, and that strictly senders and recipients

can access messages locally. The use of end-to-end encryption secures private and sensitive

communications between users, limiting them from potential harm.

Data Governance A consideration of data governance, or who has authority over how and why data is used,

can ensure that data is used towards the benefit of users. Data governance strategies can be

based on past service user movements, including democratic methods of decision-making

and centering individual and collective power.
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